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Cassar de Malte     53.00
Marsovin, Malta
Each bottle of this exquisite product is the result of no less than  
two years of meticulous and highly demanding preparation using 
the ‘methode traditionelle’.

Prosecco Borgo Del Col.Alto    29.00
Veneto
With its pale golden colour and a fine mousse, this wine offers 
hints of peach, prosciutto, hazel and nougat aromas. A crisp entry 
leads to a dry yet fruity light-to-medium body with honeyed apple, 
dried banana and sour lemons flavours. Finishes with a tangy, citrus 
and chalky tannin fade.

Asti Spumante DOCG     29.00
Cinzano
This sparkling Italian is one of the most renowned of the Cinzano 
sparkling wines. Asti Cinzano is produced from the white Muscat 
grape in the DOCG area of Asti, at the heart of the Piedmont 
region. With a light pale yellow colour, this spumante has a floral 
scent and a refined peach and honey palate with a fruity after-taste.



Bollinger Special Cuvee  NV    89.00
Bollinger
The Special Cuvee is the purest expression of the Bollinger style. 
With a golden yellow rim, this champagne has a dry masculine 
style and toasty flavours on the mouth, presenting great length and 
a perfect balance. The end result is a complex, bready, toasty, baked 
apple bouquet, a round palate, and a pleasing dry finish.

Piper Heidsieck NV     72.00
Piper Heidsieck
This Champagne has a clear, pale straw colour with consistent slow 
rising, small bubbles tempting your taste buds. With its floral, citrus, 
green olive and yeast aromas and a slightly expansive, clean and light 
flavor, it hints to a medium long finish and a toasty after taste.

Moët & Chandon NV     84.00  
Moët & Chandon
The Brut Imperial is a balanced assemblage of the three grape 
varieties disclosing a succession of elegant and harmonious 
sensations, with its golden colour lime-green rim and a fresh 
bouquet nose. Its subtle and refined taste, including hints of citrus 
fruit and bread dough, is enhanced with a dry yet floral after taste 
that makes this Champagne the perfect combination for shellfish 
dishes or light meals.

Veuve Clicquot NV     91.00
Veuve Clicquot
Clicquot’s signature non-vintage Brut is loved all over the world for 
its crisp full flavours, consistent quality and celebratory yellow label. 
The classical dry Champagne is a blend of two-thirds black grapes 
(Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier) for body, balanced with one- third 
Chardonnay for elegance.

Dom Perignon      195.00
Moët & Chandon
One of the most recognized Champagne labels available, the Dom 
Perignon is truly an iconic member of our wine list, with its 
golden orange yet clear colour.  The tasting begins with a wine that 
breathes and comes alive in a light, playful spiral, with touches of 
coconut, cinnamon, and tobacco. In the mouth, the wine reaches 
a state of complex fullness, a taste that is both earthy and smokey. 
This sensation, almost unsettling, is even more pronounced in the 
after-taste.

Laurent-Perrier    63.00  83.00
Brut, Champagne
This wine is composed of 20% of the Chardonnay grape variety, for 
elegance and delicacy, 40% of Pinot Noir, for roundness and structure 
and 40% of Pinot Meunier for fruitiness. Pale gold in colour with its 
unequivocal medium leg and an abundance of delicate bubbles. This 
Champagne has subtle floral aromas predominantly of white fruits: 
pear, apple, almonds and hazelnuts.
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Palme d’Or      250.00
Bollinger
Full yellow, with a golden reflection. Very aged, complex bouquet 
of rubbery sulfides, toasty-bread, rich oat mealy flavours and great 
depth to the palate. Soft, round, rich and lingering. Very stylish wine. 
Clean and very dry to finish. 

Grande Cuvee      258.50
Krug
Very delicate pale green colour, with little golden hints. Beautifully 
fresh aromatics, with green apple, a touch of green fig, creamy 
quality with plenty of lemony vibrancy. The palate has a very fine, 
crisp, vibrant mousse, with lots of life and richness, masses of lime 
like fruit and that very delicately nutty and spicy background. 

Brut Gold      500.00  
Armand De Brignac
Armand de Brignac is marvelously complex and full-bodied, with 
a bouquet that is both fresh and lively. Its sumptuous, racy fruit 
character is perfectly integrated with the wine’s subtle brioche 
accents. Its texture is deliciously creamy and the palate has great 
depth and impact with a long and silky finish. A superb and singular 
example of a Prestige Champagne.
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Palatino Sauvignon Blanc DOK    18.00
Camilleri Winery
A wine with generous notes of exotic fruits and lychees, this locally 
grown Sauvignon Blanc has light grassy nuances. Its medium-
bodied palate is elegant yet powerful, making this an ideal match 
with seafood and shellfish, whilst providing excellent company on 
its own.

Gran Cavalier Sauvignon Blanc DOK   38.00
Delicata
A superb treat featuring a traditional grassy nose. Well-extracted 
herbaceous flavours, richness and ripeness too, thanks to maceration 
pelliculaire. It presents itself as clean and crispy on the palate, 
and lets some friendly tropical fruit flavours out of the bag as it 
continues to evolve in the glass.

Palatino Chardonnay DOK    18.00 
Camilleri Winery
This Chardonnay shows classic varietal characteristics with an 
elegant nose of crisp apples supported by anintense, medium-
bodied palate of ripe, fleshy fruit and melon.

Medina Vineyards DOK  11.00  18.00
Chardonnay-Girgentina, Delicata
A skillful blend of Malta-grown Chardonnay and the indigenous 
white grape Girgentina. The crispness and fruitiness of the 
Girgentina complements the fullness and complexity of the 
Chardonnay perfectly, to produce a refreshing dry white wine.

Victoria Heights Chardonnay DOK   19.00
Delicata, Gozo
A soft, fruity full-flavoured dry white wine produced entirely from 
Chardonnay grapes grown in the valley vineyards of Gozo. This is 
an attractive, slightly honeyed barrel-matured white wine full of 
character and subtle vanilla flavours.

Hauteville Chardonnay DOK    32.95
Delicata
This award-winning lush, full-bodied and soft Chardonnay is 
endowed with ripe exotic fruit and subtle hints of pineapple, and 
is oak aged. This adds extra depth and complexity to its flavours, 
introduced by a toasty aroma with spicy herbal overtones, which 
all give way on the palate to the bread characters of this premium 
Chardonnay.

Antonin Blanc DOK     42.00
Marsovin, Gozo
Antonin Blanc is produced from selected Chardonnay grapes 
harvested from the Ramla Valley Estate in Gozo and fermented 
in new oak barrels for 12 weeks. This wine has a fine balance of 
acidity, American oak and soft buttery flavours. Antonin Blanc is 
full and round in the mouth with aromas of sweet vanilla and burnt 
toast flavours.
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Astarte Vermentino DOK    29.00
Meridiana
Astarte is produced from a novel blend of Vermentino, Chardonnay 
and other Mediterranean varietals, all sustainably-farmed and 
gently vinified to Meridiana’s exacting standards. The resulting 
wine is characterized by crisp, natural, citrus and apricot flavours.

Medina Vineyards Vermentino- Zibibbo DOK  18.00
Delicata
A delightfully fruit-packed, dry and aromatic white wine with a 
delicate floral bouquet made from a skilful combination of two 
Malta grown grape varieties, Vermentino and Zibibbo.

Ulysses Chenin Blanc DOK    21.00
Marsovin, Gozo
Produced entirely from hand-picked grapes harvested in family 
owned vineyards in Gozo, this medium bodied dry white wine 
has a pale lemon bright colour, aromas and flavours of a citrus 
and stone fruit character of lemons, limes and peaches.  It has a 
refreshing acidity balances perfectly with the fruit flavours.

France

Chateau Lamothe Vincent    27.00
Chateau Lamothe Vincent, Bordeaux
This wine offers a pale lemon-gold colour. It offers aromas of 
peach, apricot, exotic fruits, gooseberry and citrus. This wine is dry 
and refreshing on the palate with a good balance. A fantastic wine!
 
Chateau Roquefort     34.00
Chateau Roquefort, Bordeaux
A wine with an intense white gold hue with green tinges. On the 
nose it is clean and very expressive, with citrus hints. On the mouth 
it is dry, of good balance and with a good length.

Chablis     21.50  41.00
J. Moreau & Fils, Burgundy
A wine which is pale and bright gold in colour with a clean, 
mineral and perfumed nose and flinty flavours of grapefruit. It 
presents fresh, crisp, elegant flavours with a citrus peel after taste.

Pouilly Fuissé       47.00
Georges Duboeuf, Burgundy
This wine exhibits a bright straw colour with shades of green, with 
aromas of scents of white flowers, fruits and notes of vanilla. On the 
palate, the wine is dry, medium bodied, complex with an excellent 
finish.

Viogner      32.00
Baron Philippe De Rothschild, Languedoc-Roussillon
A brilliant golden yellow coloured wine with complex and highly 
expressive notes of peach and dried apricots. Dry on the palate, the 
wine displays apricot, vanilla and honey flavours in the mid-palate.
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Sancerre    29.50  48.00
Pascal Jolivet, Loire Valley
This clear, light straw-coloured wine shows a greenish-brassy 
hue in the  glass. Classic Sauvignon Blanc aromas blend a grassy 
characteristic with appetizing notes of citrus. Crisp flavours offer 
fresh citrus fruit over mouth-watering acidity, with an attractive, 
cleansing lemon-peel tang in the long, clean finish.

Gewurztraminer     43.00
Hugel & Fils, Alsace
A very aromatic and perfumed wine, the bouquet is attractive, fresh, 
youthful, crisp and clean. On the palate, it is a refreshingly dry and 
joyfully drinkable wine, elegantly filling the mouth with its multiple 
aromas, while displaying a youthful and dashing character.

Italy

Gavi Del Comune Di Gavi DOCG   31.00
La Scolca, Piemonte
With its light straw colour and a delicate texture, this wine presents 
an abundance of white fruit aromas such as apples, peaches and also 
hints of coconut. On the palate it is pleasantly fresh and dry, with a 
balanced acidity complementing good length.

Soave Classico DOC     41.00
Azienda Agricola Inama, Veneto
An absolutely superb Italian white wine made by Stefano Inama, 
with an enticing, lifted nose, showing succulent aromas of honey, 
apricot and herbs. The honeyed palate shows stone-fruit flavours, a 
slight hint of spice and a long intense finish.

Pinot Grigio DOC   20.00  39.00
Santa Margherita, Trentino - Alto Adige
This dry white wine has a pale straw-yellow colour. Its clean, intense 
aroma and bone-dry taste (with an appealing flavor of Golden 
Delicious apples) make Santa Margherita’s Pinot Grigio a wine of 
great personality and versatility.

Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi DOC   27.50
Fazi Battaglia, Marche
This dry white wine has a pale straw-yellow colour and an intense 
bouquet of peach, apple and roses, characteristic of the noble 
Verdicchio grape. It has a refreshing and dry taste with a pleasant 
bitter almond finish.

Orvieto Classico     19.50
Ruffino, Umbria
This wine has a brilliant straw-yellow colour complemented with 
a very pleasant and fragrant bouquet, and is characterized by neat 
sensations of citrus fruits. On the palate it is dry, well balanced 
with hints of tufa character ( chalky limestone soil) finished with a 
pleasant roundness.
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Regaleali Bianco     29.50
Tasca D’Almerita, Sicilia
A typical Sicilian white wine with its straw-lime yellow colour and 
pale intensity. This wine conveys aromas of green apples, peach, 
pear and citrus, Regaleali Bianco is dry and crisp with excellent 
structure and a superb fruity finish. Best recommended with light 
pasta dishes such as an aglio e olio or a tomato based sauce.

Greco di Tufo DOCG     32.50
Antica Hirpinia, Sicilia
This is a clear, light-gold wine with brighter glints of gold against 
the light. Like honey and almonds, the attractive “oxidative” scent 
that often attends Southern Italian whites, is displayed against a 
backdrop of subtle wildflowers and clean white fruit. Full-bodied, 
almost creamy in texture, the wine fairly coats the tongue with 
luscious flavours reminiscent of clover honey but bone-dry, with 
steely acidity to provide structure and balance.

Spain

Verdejo       30.50
Marques De Riscal, Rueda
This wine has a pale golden yellow colour, the crisply acidic 
verdejo grape is a good alternative to sauvignon blanc. From a small 
white wine appellation northwest of Madrid, Marqués de Riscal’s 
verdejo is slim and zesty. Aromas of lemon grass, dill and passion 
fruit narrow to a mineral and lime finish. It is light bodied yet 
quenching and bright.

Chile

Sauvignon Blanc     27.00
Vina Montes- Curico Valley
This wine is pale yellow in colour almost transparent. A clear, crispy, 
fruity wine with light yellow-green colour, bright and transparent. 
The aroma shows its power and super Sauvignon Blanc character, 
also displaying the full potential of its cold zone origin, with 
morning fogs, low temperatures and long hanging period.

Chardonnay      27.00
Vina Montes - Curico Valley
This wine is pale gold in colour with shades of green, its aroma 
blends butter hints of vanilla and tropical fruits (banana). 
A fresh wine, fruity, with good body and balance, creamy and 
complex in mid palate, nice and elegant finish.
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South Africa

Chenin Blanc - Sauvignon Blanc   29.50
Two Oceans, Western Cape
An elegant wine with aromas of peach, gooseberries and passion 
fruit. Impressive balance between the refreshing acidity of the 
Sauvignon  Blanc and the softness of the Chenin Blanc. Dry on the 
palate, easy-drinking and fruity.

Semillon - Chardonnay    29.50
Two Oceans, Western Cape
The crisp, lemony notes and creamy flavours of the Semillon are 
beautifully balanced by the citrus character of the Chardonnay.

Argentina

Torrontes      26.50
Bodega Norton, Mendoza
This wine presents a greenish yellow colour with lashes of lime and 
a medium leg. It has prevailing fruity and flowery aromas, such as 
white peach, roses and jasmine. A pleasant wine and well-balanced 
on the palate with hints of tang for the after-taste.

Sauvignon Blanc     26.50
Bodega Norton, Mendoza
With its greenish-yellow colour and golden hues, surprisingly on 
the nose, this wine presents aromas of green apples and tropical 
fruit but on the palate it portrays interesting complexity with notes 
of vanilla, coconut and toast. The after-taste is characteristic to the 
grape variety with a hint of earthy flavours.

Australia

Chardonnay      29.50
Jacob’s Creek, South Eastern Australia
This fresh, bright golden coloured wine encompasses a complex 
palate of fresh lemon and roasted hazelnuts with a mineral acidity 
and a chalky structure that adds freshness and length. This wine 
is best recommended with fish based dishes and with light meat 
dishes such as veal.
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New Zealand

Riesling      48.00
Villa Maria, Marlborough
This fine white wine offers an alteration to the Alsace classic Riesling 
in both colour and flavours with its pure and delicate bouquet of 
ripe citrus-lime and spring-blossom aromas. The palate is beautifully 
balanced with intense flavours,  lovely juicy length and a zesty lime 
finish. Great on its own or with light fresh food such as salads.

Sauvignon Blanc     49.50
Mount Nelson, Marlborough
This Sauvignon offers a clear and bright colour with pale green and 
straw highlights. On the nose it ensembles fragrant and intense aromas 
with passion fruit, grapefruit and lime. An excellent balance between 
crisp acidity and concentration with a long, clean finish.

Sauvignon Blanc     43.00
Giesen, Marlbourough
The fruit and aroma spectrum shows a greater depth of tropical notes 
with a distinct greener profile running through as well. This is an 
aromatic blend displaying aromas of elderflower, kaffir lime leaf, pink 
grapefruit and dried herb. The palate has a vibrant citrus focus with 
considerable fruit concentration finishing crisp and bright.

Reisling      43.00
Giesen, Marlbourough
The Giesen Riesling displays vibrant aromas of lemon grass, lime, 
ginger, honeysuckle and a touch of lavender. The palate is luscious 
and succulent with great intensity and purity of flavour balanced by 
lovely focused acidity.

USA

Chardonnay      34.00
Robert Mondavi, California
Rich and elegant, this Chardonnay displays notes of delicious green 
apples and a gentle floral undertone. Nuances of apples on the palate 
with autumn spices weave through the fruity aromas ending in a light 
creamy, oaky finish.
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Malta

Medina Grenache Cabernet Rosé 11.00  18.00
Delicata, Malta
With its bright pink colour this fusion of locally-grown Merlot 
and Syrah grapes gives this wine an enticing fragrance of fresh 
strawberries and a light floral breeze. Relishing its dry tang of 
strawberry crush and one of a handful of dry rose Maltese wines, 
this Blush wine  offers a medium-bodied palate.

Odyssey Grenache Rosé  16.00  24.00
Marsovin, Gozo
This fine rosé has an intense aroma reminiscent of fresh apples and 
warm spice, it is medium-bodied and made from Grenache grapes 
grown in Gozo.

Gellewza Frizzante Rosé    24.00
Delicata, Malta
This wine has an interesting bright rose colour with a fruity, crisp, 
semi-sparkling medium dry palate made entirely from the Maltese 
indigenous grape. Its constant stream of fizz pushes up a strawberry 
bouquet and flavour.

France

Rose D’Anjou, La Baronnier  15.50  24.50 
Loire Valley, France
A brilliant raspberry-pink coloured wine with an aromatic and 
pleasant nose dominated by fruity aromas and peppery notes 
developing with aeration, followed by a good acidity. The finish is 
long and fruity, characteristic for the Rose D’ Anjou variety.
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Malta 

Dolce Vita Late Harvest    23.00
Camilleri Winery, Malta
This blend of locally-grown Sauvignon Blanc and Viognier offers 
an enticing, syrupy aroma of stewed apples. On the palate one finds 
a soft, seductive sweetness which reinforces the apple notes yet is 
further enriched by a full fruit-basket of flavours.

Guze Passito      38.00
Marsovin, Malta
The wine is intensely pronounced on the nose with youthful black  
forest-fruit aromas and flavours of ripe blackberry and blueberry, 
enhanced with dried fruit characteristics of prunes and figs, with 
complexities of chocolate, spice, liquorice and leather. Best served 
slightly chilled, and a divine accompaniment for chocolate based 
dessert.
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Malta

Palatino Cabernet Sauvignon DOK   19.00
Camilleri Winery
This Cabernet Sauvignon offers classic, pure aromas of blackcurrant 
and cassis with traces of mulberry, locally known as ‘tut’. The palate  
is tannic, full-bodied and muscular with notes of berries, chocolate  
and green pepper.

Caravaggio Cabernet Sauvignon DOK  18.50
Marsovin
A dry, full-bodied, robust red wine with a deep ruby-red colour. 
This wine offers aromas and flavours of a black fruit character such 
as blackcurrants and blueberries, rounded with high levels of tannin.

Hauteville Cabernet Sauvignon DOK   32.95
Delicata
This wine offers true classical varietal character derived from 
selected hand-picked Malta-grown grapes. It has a sweet, fruity nose 
which flows into a simple palate filled with light black fruits.It has 
a good length and elegant finish.

Medina Cabernet Franc DOK    19.50
Delicata, Gozo
This wine presents a deep ruby colour, pronounced aromas and 
flavours of a black fruit character of blackcurrants and blueberries, 
rounded with high levels of tannin.

Melqart Cabernet Sauvignon - Merlot DOK  44.50
Meridiana
Made from an artful blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot 
grapes, Melqart is characterised by ripe berry flavours which are 
enhanced by careful maturation in barrique.

Victoria Heights Merlot DOK    19.00
Delicata, Gozo
This soft, fruity full-flavoured dry red wine is produced entirely 
from Merlot grapes grown in the valley vineyards of Gozo. A touch 
of oak is well balanced by true Merlot characteristics.

Gran Cavalier Merlot DOK    44.50
Delicata
These Malta-grown Merlot grapes are handpicked from individual 
pocket-sized vineyards. This full bodied, elegant robust red wine has 
been matured and softened in French oak barriques. This wine may 
contain natural sediment deposited as a result of its ageing process.

Laurenti Merlot - Cabernet Sauvignon DOK  37.00
Camilleri Winery
The appearance of this wine is mature with a medium to deep 
intensity and a dark chocolate core. It has a clean, medium to 
pronounced nose with elements of cherries, red berries and forest 
fruits with hints of dried fruits. The palate is of medium to full-
bodied structure with balanced acidity and soft tannins, more 
evident towards the finish.
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Antonin Merlot - Cabernet Sauvignon DOK  43.00
Marsovin
Antonin Noir is a red wine based on Merlot, blended with 
Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc and harvested from the 
Marnisi Estate in Marsaxlokk. Fruity characteristics of cherries, 
blackcurrants and blueberries make this wine enjoyable in its youth 
while the 12 months ageing in French oak barrels gives it a velvety 
finish on the palate and excellent ageing potential.

Medina Vineyards DOK  11.00  19.00
Syrah - Carignan - Grenache, Delicata
This Beaujolais-like red is undeniably a Malta-grown gem. It is a 
light-bodied red blend of three grape varieties that complement 
well each other. Syrah, Grenache and Carignan grapes have all 
been harvested locally in small pocket-sized vineyards, and skillfully 
turned into an easy-drinking fruity relish reminiscent of boiled 
sweets.

Palatino Tempranillo DOK    19.00
Camilleri Winery
This Spanish variety of grapes has thrived remarkably well in Malta’s 
terroir, offering aromas of strawberry syrup with elements of black 
olives. The palate shows a vibrant ripe strawberry character with 
undertones of plum sustained by soft tannins and a medium body.

Cheval Franc DOK     40.00
Marsovin
Cheval Franc is Marsovin’s thoroughbred, produced from the 
Cabernet Franc grape variety. This wine is medium-bodied with 
peppery and herbaceous aromas that are typical characteristics of 
the Cabernet Franc grape variety.

France

Chateau Lamothe Vincent    31.50
Chateau Lamothe Vincent, Bordeaux
This wine offers a dark purple red  colour and  a complex bouquet 
of plum, black cherry, vanilla and cedar nuances. Rich and elegant 
at the palate, giving earthy black fruits wrapped in well integrated 
tannins with mineral and vanilla notes. Long velvety finish.

Beaujolais Villages   16.00  26.50
Georges Duboeuf, Burgundy
With its delicate aromas of red fruits with hints of cherries this pale 
ruby red French wine is one of the most popular French wines 
in Malta. Very fruity on the palate, lively, refreshing and easy to 
drink with a medium length.  It can be served slightly chilled and 
accompanies lamb dishes exceptionally well.
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Gevrey Chambertin     95.00
Lamblin & Fils, Burgundy
This Gevrey Chambertin is a typical Burgundy red with its intense 
aromatic bouquet reminiscent of blackcurrants and the berries  of 
other little red and black fruits. As expected it is a powerful wine, 
mingling a great smoothness and a high level of acidity with the 
tannins. Decanting is recommended for optimal enjoyment.

Nuits St. Georges     64.00
Albert Bichot, Burgundy
Our Nuits-Saint-Georges has a beautiful ruby red colour with 
raspberry highlights. The nose opens up to aromas of red fruit and 
wild berries. On the palate, this delicately oaked wine features notes 
of gingerbread and cherry with harmonious balance. The finish is 
long and intensely aromatic, evocative of red fruit and spices.

Chateauneuf du Pape     74.50
Mont Redon, Rhone Valley
An excellent wine: very full-bodied, supple, ripe, and well balanced; 
a wine with intense pepper and berry flavours, with hints of 
vanilla and herbs. This wine has a long, mildly tannic finish and is 
recommended to accompany dishes of hearty red meat cuts and 
creamy sauces.

Cotes du Rhone      28.50
Jean Baptiste Bejot, Rhone Valley
This wine brings about an intense tawny red colour and displays a 
full body with its mouth filling tannins and touches of fresh red and 
black fruits, finished with spicy flavours on the palate.

Chinon `Les Monifault’    30.00
Chateau Langlois, Loire Valley
This is a fruity and aromatic wine with notes of soft red fruits and 
ground black pepper. A wine made exclusively from Cabernet 
Franc.

Italy

Carmenere Piu      41.50
Azienda Agricola Inama, Veneto
This wine has a vivid ruby core with a narrow purple rim and 
pronounced nose with aromas of black cherry, cocoa and Parma 
violet. It presents elegant front-palate with fresh acidity, firm and 
integrated tannins.

Valpolicella Classico `Le Poiane’ DOC €17.00  29.95
Bolla, Veneto
A special bottling of the Veneto trio: Corvina, Rondinella and 
Molinara make this fruit-driven wine full of flavours reminiscent 
of wild cherries.
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Amarone della Valpolicella Classico DOC  74.00
Bolla, Veneto
Made only in exceptional years, Amarone is lushly flavoured, 
intensely concentrated and silky-textured.  It is deep garnet, velvety-
red in colour with aromas of wild-cherry jam, spice and hints of 
cedar. It delivers rich, dry, black-cherry flavours and a finish that is 
long, round, and persistent with cacao and spice.

Bardolino DOC     26.00
Carlevari, Veneto
This wine is a sought after Italian red with elegant fruity aromas 
of young fresh fruits. Its light-ruby red colour is reminiscent of the 
Veneto region reds and the light body, coupled with a dry and fruit 
palate complemented with low tannins, is the perfect combination 
of heavy fish based dishes or light meat dishes.

Chianti DOCG      33.95
Ruffino, Toscana
Fruity aromas with hints of plums lead towards a lightly spicy finish 
of this wine. It is medium-bodied, and is characterized by a freshness 
that makes Chianti Ruffino a very pleasant and easy to drink wine. 
It has persistent fruity sensations with a long aftertaste.

Brunello di Montalcino DOCG   90.00
Patrizio Montalcino, Toscana
This Brunello is a very good wine, nicely layered with aromas of 
black cherry and spices. It is full bodied, very complex and fruity on 
the palate with notes of cherries, herbs and tobacco.

Nero D’Avola `Regaleali’ IGT    29.95
Tasca d ‘Almerita, Sicilia
Yet another favourite for Italian grape varieties the Nero D’ Avola 
presents a bright ruby red colour, with notes of sweet balsamic, 
cassis, and vanilla, all creating a complex bouquet of fragrances. On 
the palate it is dry, fruity and well balanced with a zesty after taste.

Nero D’Avola `Sedara’ IGT    34.00
Donnafugata, Sicilia
This wine offers a ruby colour and is rounded out by the lively 
garnet reflections. The impact on the nose is intense with sensations 
of tobacco, spices and mineral notes. In the mouth, the wine is 
balanced with fruity flavours, mainly blackberries and cherries. This 
wine is best recommended with white meats and game dishes.
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Spain

Rioja Riserva      47.00
Marques de Riscal, Rioja Navesa
This wine offers an intense colour with a slight accumulation of 
yellow, masked by the powerful red hue of the grape. It presents  a 
complex aroma of spices with a predominance of liquorice, while 
the oak remains discreet. On the palate, the impression of acidity on 
the tip of the tongue is immediately reflected towards the back by 
a touch of persistent tannin. Meanwhile it is soft on the finish, with 
no fixation at the back of the mouth and a lasting sensation of toast 
developing underneath the tongue

Chile 

Merlot       29.00
Montes, Colchagua Valley
A wine with an intense ruby colour with red fruits evocations 
of blackcurrant, chocolate and cigar box, in balance with well-
integrated oak (French Alliers fine grained oak). It is of great 
complexity in the mouth, in mid palate is full bodied and balanced 
with a lasting persistence and a remarkable finish.

Cabernet Sauvignon - Carmenere   34.00
Montes, Colchagua Valley
With beautiful and intense ruby red-colour, this wine expresses 
elegant aroma with notes of chocolate, coffee and also of vanilla and 
butterscotch. To the palate it is ample, full bodied, and is finished 
with medium tannins and a persistent aftertaste.

South Africa 

Pinotage      29.50
Two Oceans, Western Cape
With its red plum colour this wine offers aromas of plum fruit 
backed by spicy vanilla. On the palate it is dry, medium bodied 
with a distinctive berry fruit aftertaste reminiscent of the new world 
pinotage.

Cabernet Sauvignon     30.00
Klein Zalze, Stellenbosch
With its deep red colour complemented with a classic, multi-layered 
Cabernet nose, featuring chocolate and strong ripe blackberry fruit, 
this wine offers a solid concentration of liquorice and blackcurrant 
flavours on the palate. The after taste is a clean subtle flavour with 
medium length.

Red Wines

Full
Bottle

€

Half
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€



Red Wines Argentina 

Cabernet Sauvignon      36.00
Terrazas de Los Andes, Mendoza
All the typical Cabernet fruit is in this wine, predominantly with 
plum, black cherry, and currant. There is also creamy vanilla with 
hints of  caramel. The texture is very smooth, almost velvet-like. 

Malbec       29.95
Norton, Mendoza
A favourite amongst Malbec lovers with its dark red colour and 
purple hues complemented with ripe plum and black pepper aromas. 
This wine has a good structure  and is dry on the palate finished with 
sweet medium velvety tannins

Australia 

Shiraz Cabernet Sauvignon    31.00
Jacob’s Creek, South Eastern Australia
This wine is yet another vibrant wine produced by Jacob’s Creek 
with its fruit aromas of ripe plum, blackberry and chocolate, with 
black pepper and cassis, supported by subtle toasty oak. 

New Zealand 

Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon     42.50
Villa Maria, Hawkes Bay
This wine features ripe red cherry, raspberry and cassis fruits with 
cedar-spice undertones. A full and rich palate follows, enhanced by 
fine grained tannins and good length.

Pinot Noir      54.00
Giesen, Marlbourough 
Expressive aromas and flavours of clove, red cherry, five spice, earthy 
notes and toasty cedar. The palate is medium bodied with lovely fruit 
weight supported by fine grain tannin and a focussed, persistent 
finish

USA  

Zinfadel `Woodbridge’     33.50
Mondavi, California
This wine is a typical Californian Zinfandel with its dark ruby red 
colour and an enjoyable character. Woodbridge by Robert Mondavi 
has enticing peppery spice notes and fruity aromas. On the palate it 
is dry, with rich dark fruit character.

Full
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€
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€



Soft Drinks

Soft Drinks      €2.50

Diet Soft Drinks     €2.50

Juices       €2.00

Fresh Juices      €4.50

Local Water small     €2.00

Local Water large     €3.50

Imported Water small     €2.90

Imported Water large     €5.75

Ice Tea       €2.50

Mixer       €1.50

Cordial       €0.60

Beers

Cisk small      €3.00

Cisk large      €5.00

Hopleaf       €3.00

Blue Label       €3.00

Shandy        €3.00

Carlsberg small      €3.00

Carlsberg large      €5.00

Heineken      €4.50

Budweiser      €4.50

Guinness      €6.60

Cider       €4.50

Non Alcoholic      €2.75 

Wine by the Glass 

House white wine     €5.00

House red wine      €5.00

Simonsig Chenin Blanc, S. Africa    €7.25

Simonsig Cabernet Blanc, S. Africa   €7.25

House Prosecco      €7.50

House Champagne     €22.50

Beverages



Coffees

Pot of Coffee (1Person)     €2.80

Cappuccino      €2.90

Espresso      €2.60

Double Espresso      €3.50

Espresso Macchiato     €2.80

Espresso Lungho     €2.80

Latte Macchiato      €2.80

Pot of Tea      €2.80

Hot Chocolate      €2.90

Speciality Coffees

Irish Coffee- Jameson’s     €6.75

Caribbean Coffee- Black Rum    €6.75

Monk’s Coffee- Benedictine    €6.75

Gaelic Coffee- Scotch Whisky    €6.75

French Coffee- Cognac     €6.75

Calypso Coffee- Tia Maria    €6.75

Speciality Cappuccinos

Cappuccino Tiramisu     €5.60

Cappuccino Crème Caramel    €5.60

Cappuccino Mona Lisa     €5.60

Cappuccino Excelsior     €5.60

Coffees



Spirits

Vodkas 4cl

Absolut       €4.80

Smirnoff Red      €5.40

Smirnoff Blue      €6.00

Smirnoff Black      €7.20

Stolichnaya      €4.80

Grey Goose               €12.00

Snow Queen              €12.00

Rums 4cl

Bacardi        €5.40

Bacardi Oro      €5.40

Bacardi Black      €5.40

Pitu       €4.80

Captain Morgan Coconut    €4.00

Captain Morgan Spiced     €4.80

Appleton      €6.60

Malibu       €4.80

Havana Club 3 year     €4.80

Havana Club Reserve     €6.00

Havana Especial      €6.00

Havana Club 7 Yrs     €6.60

Gins 4cl

Bombay Sapphire      €5.40

Gilbey’s       €4.80

Tanqueray Ten Premium              €10.50

Tanqueray Special Dry     €5.40

Gordon’s London      €5.40

Beefeater      €5.40



Spirits

Tequilas 4cl

Tequila Blanco       €6.00

Tequila Gold      €7.20

Aperitifs 4cl

Pimm’s No 1       €5.40

Martini Bianco      €4.80

Martini Rosso      €4.80

Martini Dry      €4.80

Campari      €4.80

Aperol       €4.80

Pernod       €5.40

Cynar       €4.80

Pastis       €6.00

Ouzo       €5.00

Dubonet      €5.40

Zeppi’s Anisette      €5.40

Blended Whiskies 4cl

Ballantine’s      €6.00

J Walker Red      €6.00

J&B Rare      €6.00

Famous Grouse      €6.00

Bell’s       €6.00

Dewar’s White Label     €6.00

Black Grouse       €6.60

Premium Whiskies 4cl

J Walker Black      €8.00

J Walker Green              €10.50

J Walker Gold                       €13.00

J Walker Blue               €16.50

Chivas Regal                       €10.00

Dimple                €10.00

Dewar’s 12 Year Old               €10.00

Dewar’s 18 Year Old                 €11.50



Single Malt Whiskies 4cl

Glenmorangie 10 Years     €9.50

Lagavulin               €14.00

Laphroaig               €10.50

Macallan               €13.00

Gragganmore               €13.00

Dalwhinnie               €13.00

Glenkinchie               €13.00

Talisker 10 year               €10.00

Irish Whiskies 4cl

Bushmill’s      €6.60

Jameson’s      €6.60

Bourbon Whiskies 4cl

Jack Daniels      €6.60

Jim Beam      €6.60

Canadian Whiskies 4cl

Canadian Club      €6.00

Cognacs 4cl

Courvoisier VS      €7.20

Courvoisier VSOP              €10.00

Remy Martin VSOP              €10.00

Remy Martin Louis XIII             €99.00

Hennessy VS      €6.60

Hennessy Fine Cognac                      €10.00

Hennessy XO               €25.00

Hennessy Paradis              €75.00

Asbach Uralt      €6.60

Calvados      €6.60

Calvados VSOP      €8.70

Metaxa       €6.60

Armangac      €9.50

Spirits



Liqueurs 4cl

Cointreau      €6.60

Kahlua       €5.40

Drambuie      €6.60

Baileys       €5.40

Amaretto Disaronno     €5.40

Galliano      €5.40

Tia Maria      €5.00

Frangelico      €5.40

Chartreuse Green     €7.75

Benedictine       €9.50

Glayva        €6.60

Grand Marnier      €6.60

Southern Comfort     €6.00

Zeppi’s Bajtra       €5.40

Cherry Brandy      €6.00

Apricot Brandy      €6.00

Passoa       €5.40

Blue Curaçao      €5.40

Kiwi Liqueur      €5.40

Peppermint Liqueur     €5.40

Strawberry Liqueur     €5.40

Peach Schnapps      €5.40

Zeppi’s Rummien     €5.40

Zeppi’s Honey      €5.40

Madlien      €5.40

Digestives 4cl

Jagermeister      €4.80

Averna       €5.40

Amaro Ramazzotti     €4.80

Amaro Montenegro     €5.40

Leila       €5.40

Grappa       €6.60

Fernet       €4.80

Sambuca      €5.40

Limoncello      €4.80

Underberg      €5.40

Branca Menta        €5.40 

Ports & Sherries 4cl

Tawny Port      €4.00

Ruby Port      €4.80

Dry Sherry      €4.20

Medium Sherry      €4.20

Cream Sherry      €4.20

Spirits






